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FUNCTIONABILITY TEST AT SCAI S.p.A. ON BEHALF OF FORINI S.r.l. 
EARTH MOVING MACHINERIES FUELLED WITH STABLE EMULSION 

 

FORINI S.r.l. group, produces and markets STABLE EMULSION, a fuel produced with EMULSION POWER 

technology: additive (ACD317) and blender (STABLE BOX2500) 

FORINI S.r.l., supervised and supported by EMULSION POWER, arranged with SCAI S.p.A. (Italian official 

reseller for Hitachi, with several machine shops around Italy), a series of functionability test on their earth 

moving machineries of the STABLE EMULSION. 

The first test has been carried out on September 14th 2015 on the Hitachi excavator shown in the previous 

picture, while during August a first warm up at idle conditions had already been carried out. 

Fuel specifications: 

 STABLE EMULSION, compliant with D.M. 20/03/2000 
 Stabilized water content of 12 – 15 % by weight 
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Earth Moving Machinery specifications: 

 
 

 Excavator 

 Model: ZX 210-3 

 S/N: HCMBDF00V00601286  

 Worked hours: 9970 h 

 Engine: Isuzu, AH-4HK1XYSA 

 Filtering system: primary cartridge 5,5 micron 

                         secondary cartrige 2 micron, double layer 
 Fitering efficiency: 99,85 %  
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The noticeable peculiarity of HITACHI machineries is the filtering system. This has been specifically 

developed to avoid fuels out of specification and dirtiness to enter the injection system, causing engine 

failures, a typical issue of this sector.  

As showed in the figures here, it consists in a double filtering system with extremely fine mesh dimensions 

(5,5 and 2 micron), provided with a purge container. 
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The use of STABLE EMULSION (for these applications we strongly recommend to use “fresh” product) has 

not caused any issue related to the filtering system. The fuel has passed though the filters without any 

fouling. 

  

Cartucce filtri come nuove dopo utilizzo di STABLE EMULSION 

 

 

This confirms the very good cutting of water droplets within the STABLE EMULSION, due to advanced 

EMULSION POWER technology 

 

 

 

Microscope image of the STABLE EMULSION at 400X (water droplet dimensions: <1 µm, 80% in the range 0,2 ÷ 0,5 µm) 
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The Isuzu engine has been equipped by Hitachi with several probes and devices to monitor, warn and 

intervene in real time in case any anomaly raises during the test run. 

1. Coolant Temperature (ECT) 

2. Overheating interruptor 

3. Common Rail Pressure probe 

4. Lubricant Pressure probe 

5. CKP sensor 

6. CMP sensor 

7. EGR valve 

8. Suction control valve (SCV) 

9. Fuel Temperature (FT) 

10. Supercharging Temperature 

11. Supercharging Pressure 

12. Injector 

13. Spark Plug 

 

The use of STABLE EMULSION has not caused any issue and probes have not shown any anomaly. 
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As result, it has been noticed the absolutely absence of any smoke at exhaust outlet, at ignition and at 

maximum load condition as well. Also temperatures have been observed to be stably within the optimal 

range, as the speed engine. 

The drastic emissions reduction and the absence of smoke emission make the STABLE EMULSION a very 

interesting fuel for working in difficult environments, in particular closes spaces like tunnels and 

warehouses. 

 

 

For further information, please contact: 

info@emulsionpower.com 

or visit the website: 

www.emulsionpower.com 
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